29/08/17
The last hearing of August 2017 has begun!!
●

●

APPROVALS
Make sure we approve the agenda! Approved!
Representatives: all representatives will receive emails concerning their respective
responsibilities. They must attend their respective meetings, take notes and make sure
communication stays open between AFU and other student groups ‘n’ such.
STUDY HALL +KITCHEN
We are too many people for the study hall:
Study Hall: The consequences are that not everyone can get their own seats, however
more seating positions were created in the study hall area, and everyone has a place to
work, store things and have a place to call home. :) Hope to replace the desks so that
the people with middle positions don’t have to deal with the awful gap.
Kitchen: The only change is that the kitchen space per person is smaller than in the past,
however everyone who wants space in the cabinets and fridge will have some.
Important to mention that things will remain dynamic throughout the semester, so if there
are issues we can make changes. --we will revisit the issue in the future-Any questions or concerns, be sure to contact Espen or Helle!
CLEAN UP AFTER YOURSELVES!!! Dishes go in the dishwasher, etc.

●

●

MEETING TIME
Want to set in stone a meeting schedule:
We will poll AFU to find the best time in the week for consistent meetings.
UPCOMING EVENTS
We will work with the socialist to what we can to agree on times for these events:
Ideas:
Game Nights?! Enough money for ~5 pizza nights
Bowling?!
Space Party?!
Go off to a cabin?!
Movie night
Go to space!
Basement Coffee
Infinite universe, infinite possibilities!
1st basement coffee:  Time: Monday, September 4th: 10am, Location: here
1st game night: Time: Friday, September 22nd: 6pm, Location: here

●

●

EMAIL LISTS
Read your email
For random, non work related bullshit, send to lokale-hopen@astro.uio.no
OTHER:
○ WAFFLES?
■ WONDERFUL WAFFLE WEDNESDAY?
■ BUTTER
■ MIX?
■ APPROVED
○ STUDY HALL BASEMENT
■ Losing spots in the 5th floor due to the damn solar physicists
■ Hopefully get a second set of study hall seats in the north wing of the
basement, post construction. Someone from student council should speak
to the head of the institute to try to make moves.

